It’s Not a Rock, It’s a Retired Supernova
Martin Heigan

A pretty pebble on the beach is the history of the universe sitting in your hand.

If we’re made of star stuff, what makes the stuff?

AMETHYST IS A VARIETY OF QUARTZ (SiO2) whose violet colour derives from impurities of iron and other trace
elements. Slight differences in the proportions of these impurities effect crystal lattice structures which diffract
incoming light into interference patterns whose complex interaction result in the mournful hues we admire.

THE GREEN MINERAL PYROMORPHITE in
these crystals is lead chlorophosphate
Pb5(PO4)3Cl. It occurs commonly in
ores that contain lead. Metallic lead is
poisonous. Even bonded with other
elements in a crystalline mineral like
pyromorphite, it should be handled
with care.
Lead is dangerous because the body
needs metals like iron in the blood to
distribute oxygen throughout the body.
The body assumes that lead is no
different from any other metal, but in
fact lead destroys cells and blocks the
signals of neuroreceptors in the brain.
The term ‘lead poisoning’ at one time
was synonymous with convulsions and
coma leading to death.
Even minute amounts of lead in fuel
or paint can permanently damage nerve
endings, which is why lead has been
banned from chemical products that can
enter the body through the skin or
lungs. Until it was banned, lead
pigment was commonly used in white
paints. If a child’s crib was painted
white, the lead could (and did) rub off
and damage the child’s nerves. ‘Lead
poisoning’ was a not infrequent entry in
coroner’s reports of crib deaths that
occurred for no apparent reason.

DURING EARLY EFFORTS trying to date the Earth using the uranium / lead isotope
method, the scientist Clair Patterson discovered high amounts of toxic lead were
all too common in the air and water due to the use of lead-based fuel and
house paint. The body does not distinguish lead from iron in the blood. After a
lifetime of persistence, Clair Patterson eventually won a landmark court case in
which the use of lead in everyday products was banned. This is why we now
ask for ‘unleaded’ at the fuel pump, even though no lead-containing petrol has
been sold for automotive use for decades.

IT’S HARD TO IMAGINE this, but a
century ago astronomers didn’t
know the stars were made out of
hydrogen. In 1920, Sir Arthur
Eddington first proposed that the
nuclear fusion of hydrogen into
helium powered the Sun. Twenty
years later, Nobel laureate Hans
Bethe used new nuclear physics
data to calculate that nuclear
fusion could in fact make the Sun
shine.
Only in 1923 did a graduate
student named Cecilia Payne
deduce through astro-chemistry
that hydrogen was not merely a
component of stars, hydrogen was
three-quarters of a star’s mass and
the commonest atom in the
universe. Ninety percent of the
universe’s primordial hydrogen is
still here, all around us and as far
as we can see. A good portion is
inside stars, but the rest of it lies
in a thin gas averaging only 1
atom per cubic metre, spread
throughout the universe.
That hydrogen filled the
universe wasn’t discovered until
the advent of radio telescopes in
the 1950s. Hydrogen emits so

Ancient supernova remnant Simeis 147 in Taurus by Martin Heigan. The red traceries
we see are hydrogen alpha emitting at 656.28 nm in air; it occurs when a hydrogen
electron falls from its third to second lowest energy level. The blue emission patches
are doubly ionised oxygen (OIII) emitting two lines, at 495.9 nm and 500.7 nm.

weakly that it is visible only in the
very cool environs of the 21 cm line
in the radio spectrum.
Astronomers were puzzled
because they knew that hydrogen
atoms repel each other. How then
can we have stars? Even in bright
nebulae the temperatures and
densities of the hydrogen are far to
low to explain the cores of stars
burnings at 15 million Kelvin and
more? In the 1970s astronomers
discovered molecular hydrogen in
ultra-cold molecular clouds. With a
lot of deduction and an enormous
number of equations, they finally
worked out the mechanics of star
formation and star clusters. The
connection between the energy
source of stars and the chemistry of
the galaxies is called astrochemistry
and is significant branch in
astrnomy.
The hydrogen, helium, carbon,
neon, oxygen, and silicon on Earth
came from dense layers of these
elements during the terminal stages
of a star that exlodes as a supernova.
The other elements were made
during the explosion. Iron comes
from white dwarf supernovae.

Although tiny at a mere 3 mm in
length, this beautiful blue zircon crystal –
technically named zirconium silicate
(ZrSiO4) – can help determine the age of
Earth to approximately 4.5 billion years
since the Earth’s crust cooled and crystal
lattice structures locked into permanence.
The method used is called radiometric UPb (uranium-lead) dating.
Zircon crystals trap uranium atoms in
its crystal structure but systematically
exclude lead atoms. Once the crystal
structure is formed, nothing is able to get
in or out. Over time the isotopes of
uranium gradually transmute into other
elements in a process called chain decay.
First, a uranium atom transmutes to a
thorium atom, a process whose half-life is
a few billion years. Thorium is unstable.
In less than a month it turns into
protactinium, which is even more
unstable. Within a minute protactinium
atoms transmute into a sequence whose
chain ends when the uranium atoms
finally reach the stable element lead (Pb).
which does not decay at all. Since isotope
decay rates and transmutation paths are
the same anywhere in the universe, it is
easy to calculate the age of a zirconium
crystal using radiometric U-Pb dating.

Zircon crystals are extremely hard and durable, making zircon the oldest geological timecapsule in the Earth's crust. Nothing can get in or out of the zircon crystal structure. By
comparing the uranium-lead composition of zircon silicate crystals on Earth with younger
zircon samples from the Moon and fallen meteorites, crystallographers calculate that the Earth
is 4.54 billion years old, with an error margin of 50 million years. While that might seem quite
an error bar when we consider that it nearly bridges the 65-million-tear era between the
dinosaurs that walked the earth with the mock-up dinosaurs that delight children in theme
parks, it is, by cosmic standards a perfectly normal one-percent error bar.

Labradorite (Na,Ca)₁₋₂Si₃₋₂ O₈ is one
of my favourite minerals. This
specimen is from Madagascar. At
85mm x 56mm x 18mm it is somewhat
smaller than shown at the right.
In minerological circles,
labradorite is a feldspar mineral of
the plagioclase series. It is treasured
for its remarkable play of its colours,
a property known as labradorescence,
a subset of chatoyant properties.
Chatoyance is a series of internal
reflections that give star sappires
their stars
This stone is composed in
aggregate layers that refract light as
iridescent flashes of peacock blue,
gold, pale green, or coppery red.
Labradorescence is not a display of
colours reflected from the surface of a
specimen. Instead, light enters the
stone, strikes a twinning surface
within the stone, and reflects from it.
The colour seen by the observer is
the colour of light reflected from that
twinning surface.
Chatoyance is an optical
phenomenon in which a band of
reflected light moves just beneath the
surface of a cabochon-cut domeshaped gemstone.

Labradorescent Labradorite

Stellar chemistry of the elements in the universe. Jennifer Johnson, OSU.

It took the dogged work of Margaret and Geoff
Burbidge, Fred Hoyle, and Willy Fowler in the 1950s to
show conclusively that elements beyond helium were
fused in stars and dispersed into the universe during
stellar death. One of their triumphs, listed in Fowler’s
Nobel Prize citation, “was to show that it was possible
to fuse helium into carbon, skipping over the pesky inbetween elements of lithium, beryllium, and boron.
Although the broad picture was in place by 1960,
key breakthroughs have been piling up, such as the
discoveries that the explosion of white dwarfs
produces iron and that the earliest generations of solarmass stars produce lead. Observations of the
composition of stars, the gases that dying stars blow
off, and the flashes of light produced by decaying
radioactive elements were combined with the
predictions of sophisticated computer models of the
expected fusion inside stars to produce the tables of
data that Inese and I converted into splotches of teal,
orange, and yellow.
The cloud of uncertainty hangs most strongly over
the elements in the middle, such as tin, molybdenum,
and my favourite element, arsenic. Elements that aren’t
key to powering stars or that aren’t produced in
extreme explosions are probably made in small
amounts in a variety of places, so it is difficult to find
their “smoking gun.”
The mineral pyrite or iron pyrite, is an iron sulphide with the chemical formula FeS2.

Fluorite fluorescing in UV
A Fluorite (CaF2) specimen from Namibia,
photographed in the shade with a small UV
light just out of shot to show the
fluorescence.
Fluorite (also called fluorspar) is the
mineral form of calcium fluoride, and
belongs to the halide mineral group.
Many specimens of fluorite have a strong
enough fluorescence to allow the observer to
take it outside in sunlight, and then move it
into shade to see the colour change with a
UV light.
Only a few minerals have this level of
fluorescence. Fluorite typically glows a blueviolet colour under Ultraviolet (UV) light.
As stars with different masses and
compositions have formed and died, they
have enriched the Milky Way’s gas with a
wide and ever- changing abundance of
elements. A star’s atmosphere is a preserved
sample of its natal gas, a fossil record etched
onto the surfaces of the stars; and it is the
sum of the nucleosynthesis of its stellar
ancestors. If we can decode the chemical
fingerprint, we can know about the stars that
came before.
Fluorite specimen size: 90mm x 80mm x 70mm

A macro photo of a Brown Zircon Crystal from Madagascar.
How tiny Zircon Crystals - Zirconium silicate (ZrSiO4)
helped determine the age of Earth (at approximately 4.5 Billion
years since the crust cooled) with Radiometric U-Pb (UraniumLead) dating.
Zircon Crystals trap Uranium Atoms in its crystal structure
and naturally repels Lead. Once the crystal structure is formed,
nothing is able to get out. Over time the isotopes of Uranium
starts to transmutate into other elements in what is referred to as
a decay chain. A Uranium Atom first transmutates to a Thorium
Atom (which takes a few billion years). Thorium is far more
unstable, and in less than a month it turns into Protactinium.
Within a minute Protactinium atoms transmute again, and so on.
At the end of the chain, the Uranium atoms finally decay into the
stable element Lead (Pb), and will then remain Lead forever.
As the decay rate and times of the transmutation are constant
in the Universe, it is possible to calculate the age of the crystal
with Radiometric dating. As Zircon Crystals are tough, it is the
oldest geological time-capsules that survived in Earth's dynamic
crust since it cooled. As nothing can get in or out of the Zircon
Crystal structure, it is the most accurate way of geological
dating.
By comparing the dating of Zircon silicate crystals on Earth,
from Moon samples and visiting Meteorites, Scientists have
been able to calculate that Earth is 4.54 billion years old. The
error margin is 50 million years, which is small considering the
time-scale.

A close-up 10:1 Photomicrography image of the
beautiful iridescent rainbow reflections of a
Bismuth Crystal.
"Bismuth is a chemical element that has the
symbol Bi. Bismuth is the most naturally
diamagnetic of all metals, and only mercury has
a lower thermal conductivity. The spiral stair
stepped structure of a bismuth crystal is the
result of a higher growth rate around the
outside edges than on the inside edges. The
variations in the thickness of the oxide layer
that forms on the surface of the crystal causes
different wavelengths of light to interfere upon
reflection, thus displaying a rainbow of
colours”. (Information quoted from Wikipedia.
Bismuth is a toxic metal in a family of toxic
metals that includes lead, arsenic, antimony. In
the Earth's crust, bismuth is about twice as
abundant as gold. And like gold, it is forged in
the explosions produced by two neutron stars
merging. The fact that there is so much of it in
the Earth’s crust testifies to just how many
neutron star mergers have occurred over the
approx 10 billion year lifetimes of all the dwarf
galaxies that ended up being absorbed by their
most massive colleague, the future Milky Way.

